
How to Give Up Smoking
The number of people who smoke is dwindling. However for some, giving up smoking is extremely difficult. 
Smoking is addictive in a physical and mental sense, and its power over the individual can be difficult to break.
Below are a number of tips that have helped many people give up smoking.              

Believe that you can quit. Realise that you have the guts and determination to quit smoking. 
At the end of the day it's up to you

Believe in yourself

Make a list of reasons for wanting to give up smoking. You will find this will give you 
additional motivation especially at times when you feel you may be wanting to smoke.
Place the list in an easy to see place such as attached to the fridge.

List Your Reasons for Wanting To Give Up

Make sure that you pre warn your family and friends that you are quitting and that you 
may be a little irritable. Make sure they are there to support you and not be 
judgemental.

Pre-Warn Your Family and Friends 

Setting a quitting date will prepare your mind for the "first day of the rest of your healthy 
life". You might even hold a small celebration when you smoke you last cigarette..

Set A Quit Date

        Exercise is incompatible with smoking. Exercise relieves stress and helps your body 
    recover from years of damage from cigarettes. If necessary start slowly with maybe a 
 short walk once or twice per day. Drink lots of water. It will help flush the nicotine and 
other chemicals out of your body.       

Take Up Exercise & Drink Lots Of Water

Cut back on cigarettes gradually. Ways to cut back gradually include: plan how many 
cigarettes you will smoke each day until your quit date, making the number you smoke 
smaller each day. You could even try giving your cigarettes to someone supportive so that 
you have to ask for them each time you want to smoke.

Cut Back on Cigarettes Slowly

     Find another smoker who is trying to quit, and help each other with positive words and 
     by lending an ear when quitting becomes difficult  

Team Up With Someone Also Giving Up

Identify your weak spots
Where and when are you more likely to smoke? Identify these times and re-balance 
your social life accordingly. Find ways to amuse yourself or keep yourself busy during
these weak times

    You will now be saving money daily that you can put into a piggy bank and save up. 
    Once you have enough go and get yourself that long awaited treat

Reward Yourself

Self Help Sheet


